Markets+ Agenda
March 2, 2022

Welcome and Overview
Bruce Rew, SPP

Design Team Updates

Governance Design Team
Sarah Edmonds, PGE

Transmission Availability Design Team
Steve Johnson, SPP

Market Products/Price Formation Design Team
Jim Gonzalez, SPP

Remaining Design Issues
Bruce Rew, SPP

Congestion Rent Allocation

Peer-to-Peer Seams

Market Monitor and Oversight

Green House Gas Tracking

Questions/Discussion

Schedule and Next Steps
Bruce Rew, SPP

Future Meetings
Bruce Rew, SPP

Antitrust: SPP strictly prohibits use of participation in SPP activities as a forum for engaging in practices or communications that violate the antitrust laws. Please avoid discussion of topics or behavior that would result in anti-competitive behavior, including but not limited to, agreements between or among competitors regarding prices, bid and offer practices, availability of service, product design, terms of sale, division of markets, allocation of customers or any other activity that might unreasonably restrain competition.